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About This Game

Ley Lines is a single-player action-adventure puzzle-solving game developed by a team of students at Florida Interactive
Entertainment Academy! Thank you so much for taking the time to look at and play our game.

  Overview 

You are the last hope of a ruined world, capable of restoring the severed Ley Lines.

Throughout the ruined temple of Miria's Heart, attune to and master five unique powers, allowing you to alter gravity,
slow time, shift space, and much more. Unique puzzles scattered throughout the temple's remains can be overcome in a
variety of ways by using and combining your world-bending abilities.

 Powers

Gravity Well

Arrows fired while attuned to the Gravity Ley Line can produce spherical wells of potent energy.

Objects will be drawn to the epicenter of these wells, allowing the player to unblock otherwise impassable barriers, curve
the trajectory of her arrows, and even slingshot herself to new heights.
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Light Bridge

Arrows fired while attuned to the Bridge Ley Line can produce long platforms of hard light.

By striking a beginning point and an end point on receptive relics in the environment, the player can cross wide chasms
and even break through brittle structures.

Levitation

 Arrows fired while attuned to the Levitation Ley Line can make receptive relics weightless, and movable at a distance
through thought alone.

 By arranging weightless platforms in a series, players can climb to otherwise unreachable locations through levitation
alone, or use cleverly placed floating relics in combination with other ley abilities to solve puzzles in unique ways.

Time Slow

Arrows fired while attuned to the Gravity Ley Line can slow objects to a fraction of their former speed.

In situations where slowing fast-moving relics individually is not enough, the player can also temporarily slow down all
time around her.

The unbound and corrupted ley energy of the temple causes many objects to move rapidly and randomly. Slowing time
is often the only way to bypass these dangerous obstacles.

Warp

Arrows fired while attuned to the Warp Ley Line can transport receptive relics forward in an instant, even bypassing
otherwise impermeable barriers.

The player is also capable of placing a single "warp point" to which she can recall at any time, even if the path behind
her has been blocked.
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Title: Ley Lines
Genre: Action, Adventure, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Miria Studios
Publisher:
Miria Studios
Release Date: 5 Dec, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 10, Windows 8, Windows 7

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 750 Ti

Storage: 2.4 GB available space

English
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Most realistic hunting game ever 11/10. Fun for a short while in single player. Did not get to try the muliplayer mode. I beat the
single player mode in about an hour with about 100 deaths and messed around in arcade mode for another hour just to unlock a
few achievements. Not bad for a casual time waster, but gameplay is fairly repetitive and I got bored with it quickly. I'll give a
thumbs up, but it's really more of a neutral.. Not worth the full $15 price, but a great game to pick up when it goes on sale.

Don't set a goal to sit down and beat this game. It isn't that type of experience. This game is great for picking up and playing
whenever you have an hour or two to kill.. Good fun with friends. I recommend using in game voice chat for the optimal
gaming. Love this game! Simple but satisfying. Upgrading the many different weapons and armors helps keep up interest as you
replay levels to get more unlocks. Game is decently long for the price - looking forward to episode 2!. This is a game that makes
me unhappy with Steam only having a "yes/no" option, as this is close. This is a 65/100 game, but not the metacritic game score
where under 75 is basically "trash," more akin to IMDB's scoring, where this is, "Fine, alright." It might be the game for you,
and I didn't suffer playing it, but you usually have better uses for your time, especially how much time this game asks of you.

Time is what this is all about. Time and content. I've played this game a number of times, with all classes but support, more than
once with most, and beat the end-game boss a number of times. Each single playthrough of the game is quite short, ranging from
30 to 90 minutes or so, depending on how well you're doing and the size of the maps.

The game is designed to be played multiple times, except where it is not. You only get to visit 5-6 locations in each playthrough,
which provides a reason to play again, and again. Right? Well, except I rarely encounter new options, even 5 hours into the
game, and less as I reached 7 hours. Not every location or every setup will appear in each playthrough, and not in every
playthrough will you have one of the traits needed to make use of it, so you'd think they'd let you play through every locale the
map generates each time, or most of them, and you'd still have reasons to play again for a new map, and to try a different
combination of options, so why don't they?

It's exactly because the number of locations and events is so small, that even within two playthroughs, and sometimes within a
single one, you'll encounter the same "unique event" more than once. So this would've been even more noticeable had you been
able to play through the entire generated map. As is, you're playing lottery with getting some objectives done, which require two
specific events in different environments appearing, and you managing to reach both. It's somewhat of a lottery over which you
have no control.

So, one way or the other, the game invites multiple playthroughs, and it doesn't reward exploration all that much, by making new
events quite rare, but there are plenty of games that revolve on "same content," such as Diablo, or all the rogue-likes, that are
fun enough to play. So how is the other part of the gameplay, aside from exploration, events, and traits: The combat? Well, it's
quite dull. Not all classes are made equal, with some being able to left-click to victory with barely any thought (except perhaps
constantly walking back to avoid being hit, as you hit them), while others have to keep running away as they slowly plink the
opponents' health away. Neither is interesting, and for the weaker classes, just spending 2 minutes on a fight, or up to 5 on the
boss, and hoping you don't just mess up and die aren't really more interesting.

The combat traits have a number of useless ones (Blood Witch's gain more energy from LMB, while you don't really need
energy after you're in melee), to actively harmful (Spellblade's "pull enemies to you with your attacks," because as said earlier,
the best tactic is to constantly kite /away/ from monsters), but the vast majority are just not interesting, just allowing you to hit
more or harder, and the merchant visits never really excite me. I'm never left wondering, "Ooooh, what will I get this time?"
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The game is very pleasant for a single playthrough, but the traits and events being relatively limited in scope and number means
you exhaust most options rather quickly, even with the RNG associated with needing the right trait with the right event.

The game's visuals and OST are very good, which makes the fact that the OST stops playing after certain events (such as
fighting Humbaba in the desert) doubly unfortunate. The female narrator during cutscene's audio levels are much lower than the
rest of the game's sound, which is a small annoyance.

The game does have a number of other bugs and annoyances, such as an achievement not unlocking (defying the Spirit Guard,
in my case), being unable to use the special unlocked skins for classes, being unable to change key-binding in the main or the
bottom-most key while using a keyboard and mouse. The game is also woefully unoptimized, and at certain points it starts
lagging and chugging, as it takes up way too much RAM.

If you're fine with playing this game once, or twice, and especially if you have friends to play it with (locally, as online is
apparently a pain in the♥♥♥♥♥to set up), even though that'd make the game even /easier/, then go for it. If you really are
looking for a game that'd allow for multiple playthroughs, which this game touts itself as encouraging, then look somewhere
else, as the game design decisions that seem to point in that direction actually cover the game's lack of content, the sort of
content that'd make multiple playthroughs rewarding.

November 28th Non-Update: This game has had many patches since this release review, I hope to get through them over the
next week.. lovely game with great graphics, typical plot&relatively short story but fully audio which make it adorable. price is
reasonable, would recommende to anyone.. Such a deep and fun game. Time flys by when I'm playing this, bringing my team
from 3-13 chumps to 13-3 champs
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I found Tulpa on sale for $2-$3. The art is what solely caught my attention. It is so beautiful and creepy I love it! Keep in mind,
there are a few annoyances with the game and controls, the puzzles made no sense, and the game is very short, 3-4 hours, but in
the end, I was left wanting more visual eye candy, and overall, I am very satisfied. I would recommend for art lovers and casual
gamers.. It's rare to say a game is too long, but this one is. A casual matching game, there are 100 levels (+ 20 bonus random
levels like matching or puzzles or Mahjongg) of matching 6 or more balls to clear them before the screen gets too full. But most
of those levels morph through each level, and you'll often get stuck wasting turns to get enough of the color you need. It starts
out fun, but gets tedious. There's a 'city management' game as well, but it's exceedingly shallow, and basically just earns you
extra abilities for the matching game, and money to buy more buildings (or clothes for your character)
There's a lot here, and it does play out pretty well (even if the story is utterly forgettable), but I put in 14 hours over many
months before finally finishing it. It's the epitome of a time waster. Nothing wrong with that, except it feels like it wastes more
time than it strictly should.. First impressions of the game are that it's a mobile port, which is not necessarily a bad thing. It has a
clean and minimalistic asthetic with all sounds made by voice. It's a fun click through game so far and I'd highly recommend it
to anyone who enjoys the genre.. dosent show up. TL;DR: Well-made Mario Galaxy Golf, in VR! It's exactly what it looks like.
Enjoy!. \u8eca\u8f1b\u8207\u4eba\u7269\u7684\u64cd\u4f5c\u611f\u548c\u65b9\u5411\u6027\u4e0d\u4e00\u81f4
\u6574\u500b\u5dee\u5230\u7206,\u6839\u672c\u6c61\u8fb1GTA\u7cfb\u5217\u7684\u7cde\u4f5c
. Well I don't know what happened to the Farm Frenzy games over the years. They were great to start out with, fun cartoony
graphics, fast-paced play and challenging levels. Then they got really hard but still enjoyable (All the FF3 varients). Then came
the latest ones, FF:Hurricane Season and their ilk - really a blast to play and not too hard but still a bit of a challenge.
With FF4 I don't know what the heck happened! The graphics are awful, the animals barely even move around, the machines
are not upgradable, the cat meows incessantly and the game play is SLOOOOOOOW. The story is disjointed and the main
character looks nothing like the original character. It's like the developers lost any ability to program the basic things they had
been doing before. Are they trying to make the animals more realistic? Well they look unformed or something. I sure wish they
had left well enough alone. Oh well, I am still going to play it and I guess I'll recommend it if you can get it really cheap (about
$2 or so), but it's sad that the franchise has gone so far down hill.. i liked it... classic fps with 2 man swap co-op ... not a
spectacular game but overall fun, and lots of the scenery blows up, recommend if on sale.. took about 60 hours to complete.
Great DLC with way more options that can help with different problems in the game.
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